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There
There is aa paradoxical
paradoxical difference
difference between
between evidence
evidence showing
showing an
an indirt!ct
indirect and
and
sometimes
sometimes weak
weak relationship
relationship between
between lt!adership
leadership and
and student
student outcomes
o u t c o m e s (Heck
(Heck
& Hallinger,
Hallinger, 2009; Marks
Marks &
& Printy,
Printy, 2008;
2003; Urick
Urick &
8cBowers,
Bowers, 2014)
2014) and
and the
the exex‑
pectations
policymakers and
pectations of policymakers
and the
the public
public that
that leaders
leaders can
c a n fix failing
failing schools
schools
Explaining this
(Robinson,
(Robinson, Lloyd, &
& Rowe,
Rowe, ~!008).
2008). Explaining
this difference
difference has
has been
been aa signifisignifi‑
cant
c a n t focus
focus ofleadcrship
of leadership scholars
scholars over
over the
the last
last forty
forty years,
years, who
who have
have proposed
proposed aa
variety of models
models to underst.'lnd
understand who
who exercises
exercises leadership
leadership in schools,
schools, how
how they
exercise
exercise that
that leadership,
leadership, and
and how
how that
that leadership
leadership aflects
affects students
students (Hallin~er,
(Hallinger,
2013).
themselves do not,
2013). Models
Models by themselves
n o t , however,
however, describe
describe the
the what
what and
and hnw
how of
leadership
practice: which
leadership <\l"C
leadership practice:
which practices
practices of leadership
are effective
effective and,
and, in particuparticu‑
lar,
theories of school
lar, the
the link
link between
between these
these factors
factors and
and theories
school improvement.
improvement.
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Authors in the
the field
fi e l d have
have hegun
begun to
to suggest
suggest that
that aa "bewildering
“bewildering array
array of
of
Authors
definitions"
definitions” (Harris,
(Harris, 2003,
2003, p.
p. 318)
318) have
have prevented
prevented aa deeper
deeper understanding
understanding
how leadership
leadership functions
functions ouL'\ide
outside the
the models
models that
that attempt
attempt to
to categorize
categorize
of how
(Mayrowetz, 2008;
2008; York-Barr
York‐Barr & Duke,
Duke, 2004).
2004). When
When leadership
leadership is "a
“a social
social
it (Mayrowetz,
Jantzi,
construction
the part
part of those
those experiencing
experiencing it"
i t ” (Leithwood
(Leithwood &
8cjantzi,
construction on
on the
1999,
models is
1999, p.
p. 681),
681), the
the use
use of an
an explicit
explicit descriptor
descriptor ofleadership
of leadership models
is not
not
necessary, nor
n o r even
even always expedient.
expedient. Instead,
Instead, scholars
scholars should
should consider
consider
necessary,
means of
of examining
examining studies
studies across
across models,
models, both
both to
to get
get aa more
m o r e complete
complete
means
picture
picture of the
the state
state of the
the field
field and
and to
to understand
understand common
c o m m o n elements
elements that
that
transcend traditional
traditional model
model boundaries.
boundaries.
transcend
chapter’s purpose
purpose is
is to
to identify
identify themes
themes in recent
r e c e n t educational
educational leadlead‑
This chapter's
This
ership
ership literature
literature that
that cross
cross boundaries
boundaries between
between models
models of educational
educational leadlead‑
ership, with
with an
an emphasis
emphasis on
on new
n e w wars
ways of thinking·
thinking about
about how
how informal
informal and
and
ership,
formal
formal leaders
leaders work
work together
together in schools.
schools. In doing
doing so,
so, it hopes
hopes to
to provide
provide an
an
introduction
introduction to
to recent
r e c e n t scholarship
scholarship in this
this arena,
arena, and
and also
also advance
advance aa concon‑
versation
versation about
about how
how to
to better
better integrate
integrate models
models of leadership
leadership across
across diverse
diverse
authors
authors and
and contexts.
c o n t e x t s . It
I t asks:

I. In literatur·c
literature on
on educational
educational leadership
leadership written
written since
since the
the rise
rise to
1.
prominence of collective
collective models
educational leadership
(roughly,
prominence
models of educational
leadership (roughly,
the
the year
year 2000),
2000), how
how do
do authors
authors conceptually
conceptually understand
understand leaders,
leaders,
leadership tasks,
tasks, and
and student
student outcomes?
outcomes?
leadership
2.
What
are
common
"theories
of
2. What are c o m m o n “theories action"
action” in these
these literatures
literatures linking·
linking
leadership
leadership tasks
tasks with
with changes
changes in instruction
instruction and
and in student
student outcomes?
outcomes?
3. What
What are
are common
c o m m o n features
features or
of these
these theories
theories of action
action across
across lea<le1'leader‑
3.
ship models?
models?
ship

Using aa "theories
“theories of action"
action” model,
this chapter
chapter seeks
seeks to
to understand
understand the
the
Using
model, this
commonalities underlying
underlying how
how collective
collective leadership
leadership studies
studies understand
understand
commonalities
who leads,
leads, what
what behaviors
behaviors leaders
leaders lead
lead through,
through, and
and the
the student
student outcomes
outcomes
who
that measure
measure that
that success
success or
or failure.
failure. The
The chapter
chapter identifies
identifies three
three common
common
that
types of theories
theories of action
action across
across studies
studies and
and three
three features
features of studies
studies that
types
that
are common
c o m m o n throughout
throughout the
the educational
educational leadership
leadership literature.
literature. The
The chap‑
are
chapter
t e r l:ondudes
concludes by arguing
arguing collective
collective leadership
leadership serves
serves as
as aa bridge
bridge between
between
mediated
mediated models
models of leadership
leadership and
and effects
effects on
on student
student outcomes,
outcomes, exploring
exploring
the
the implications
implications of this
this idea
idea for
for theory
theory and
and research.
research.

together,
how leaders,
together, through
through "theories
“theories of action,"
action,” or
or ways of describing
describing how
leaders,
through
leadership
practices,
cause
impacts
on
student
outcomes.
through leadership practices, cause impacts on student o u t c o m e s . While
While
specific
specific studies
studies of school
school leadership,
leadership, both
both quantitative
quantitative and
and qualitative,
qualitative, may
may
suggest
which authors
suggest aa leadership
leadership model
model through
through which
authors understand
understand leadership,
leadership,
leadership
leadership models
models share
share important
important similarities
similarities that
that allow
allow work
work among
among one
one
scholarly
scholarly tradition
tradition to have
have utility
utility for
f o r scholars
scholars in other
other traditions.
traditions.
Most leadership
Most
leadership models
models now
n o w contend,
contend, at
at aa minimum,
minimum, that
that leadership
leadership
is
is ''a
“a social
social influence
influence process
process whereby
whereby intentional
intentional influence
influence is
is exerted
exerted by
by
one
o n e person
person [or
[ o r group]
group] over
over other
other people
people [or
[ o r groups]
groups] to
t o strucmre
s t r u c t u r e the
the acac‑
tivities and
and relationships
relationships in aa group
group or organization"
organization” (Yuki,
(Yukl, 1994,
1994, p.
p. 3; see
see
Duke, 1999;
1999; Northouse,
also
also Leithwood
Leithwood & Duke,
Northouse, 2007).
2007). Models
Models of leadership,
leadership,
therefore,
therefore, address
address the
the questions
questions of who
who ought
ought le~d,
lead, what
what they
they ought
ought do
do to
to
lead,
lead, and
and how
how these
these person
person or
or persons
persons ought
ought lead.
lead. As
As such,
such, the
the relationrelation‑
ship
ship between
between leadership
leadership models
models and
and leadership
leadership as
as understood
understood in practice
practice
is
how accurately
is reciprocal
reciprocal and
and changing,
changing, and
and scholars
scholars should
should examine
examine how
accurately
each
each reflects
reflects the
the other.
other.

PROMINENT
PROMINENT MODELS
MODELS
OF
OF COLLECTIVE EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP

..
x

I use
use the
the term
t e r m "collective
“collective leadership"
leadership” here
here to
to encompass
encompass models
models of educaeduca‑
tional
leadership
that
contain
three
common
clements:
tional leadership that contain three c o m m o n elements:

1.
1. A unit
u n i t of analysis:
analysis: Collective
Collective leadership
leadership describes
describes teams
teams of leaders
leaders
working
together.
working together.
2.
work: Collective
2. A unit
u n i t of work:
Collective leadership
leadership models
models focus
focus on
on the
the routines
routines
or
common
practices
leaders
engage
in,
rather
than
the
or c o m m o n practices leaders engage i n , rather than the actions
actions or
of
individual
leaders.
individual leaders.
3. A unit
unit of measurement:
measurement: Collective
Collective leadership
leadership orients
orients actors
actors in the
the
school
school towards
towards the
the common
common goal
goal of improving
improving student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
I focus
focus on
on four
four models
models that,
that, 1I argue,
argue, contain
contain collectivity:
collectivity: Instructional
Instructional leadlead‑
ership,
transformational leadership,
ership, transformational
leadership, teacher
teacher leadership,
leadership, and
and distributed
distributed
leadership.
leadership. These
These four
f o u r overlap
overlap in interesting
interesting ways, and,
and, each
each in their
their own
own
wtty,
way, exhibit
exhibit aa growing
growing or already
already well-developed
well-developed focus
focus on
on the
the collective·
collective
nature
n a t u r e of leadership
leadership practice.
practice.

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
Evolving
Evolving Notions
Notions of Instructional
Instructional Leadership
Leadership
In this
this section,
section, I argue
argue four
four major
major models
models of educational
educational lcader·ship
leadership concon‑
verge
verge around
around the
the idea
idea of collectivity.
collectivity. In turn,
t u r n , this
this convergence
convergence suggests
suggests the
the
opportunity for
f o r work
work that
that seeks
seeks to
to integrate
integrate models,
models, or
or understand
understand models
models
opponunity

First,
First, instrnctional
instructional leadership
leadership refers
refers to
to several
several theories
theories that
that discuss
discuss how
how
leaders engage
leaders
engage in the
the work
work of improving
improving classroom
classroom instruction.
instruction. Scholarship
Scholarship
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on instructional
instructional leadership
leadership has
has aa long
long and
and divc.-sc
diverse history.
history. Beginning
Beginning roughrough‑
on
ly from
from the
the period
period of the
the "effective
“effective schools"
schools” movement
m o v e m e n t of the
the mid-1980s,
mid-19805,
scholars have
have sought
sought to
to understand
understand the
the role
role of principals
principals in setting
setting instrucinstruc‑
scholars
tional
priorities
(Hallinger,
2005).
Much
of
this
early
literature
focused
on
tional priorities (Hallinger, 2005). Much of this early literature focused on
firmly establishing
establishing what
what was expected
expected of principals
principals in terms
t e r m s of setting
setting the
the
tirmly
vision for
for and
and intervening
intervening in activities
activities traditionally
traditionally reserved
reserved for
f o r teachers
teachers
vision
(Hallinger &
84Murphy,
1987). As
the accountability
accountability m
o v e m e n t took
took hold
Murphy, 1987).
As the
movement
hold in
(Hallinger
the late
late l19905
and early
early 2000s,
20005, attention
attention once
once again
again turned
turned to
to how
how princi‑
the
990s and
principals interacted
interacted with
with instruction,
instruction, though
though this
this time
time with
with the
the desire
desire to
to better
better
pals
m e e t more
m o r e vigorous
vigorous performance
performance expectations
expectations placed
placed on
on schools
schools (Hal(Hal‑
meet
linger, 2005).
2005). The
The various
various models
models of
instructional leadership
leadership may
may come,
come, in
ling·er,
ofinstructional
part, from
f r o m this
long and
and multifaceted
multifaceted heritage.
heritage.
pan,
this long
The diversity
diversity of the
the instructional
instructional leadership
leadership literature
literature may
may also
also stem
stem
The
from aa recent
r e c e n t focus
focus within
within that
that literature
literature on
on collaboration
collaboration and
and collectivcollectiv‑
from
During the
the nascent
n a s c e n t stages
stages of instructional
instructional leadership,
leadership, which
which studied
studied
ity. During
principals, literature
focused on
on connecting
connecting leadership
leadership practices
practices to
to student
student
principals,
literature focused
o u t c o m e s to the
the detriment
detriment of aa focus
focus on
on styles of leadership
leadership practice
practice (Hai(Hal‑
outcomes
linger, 2005).
2005). The
The trend
trend from
from ~technological,
“technological, rational
rational planning"
planning” models
models
ling-er,
school improvement
improvement toward
toward "cullural,
“cultural, collaborative
collaborative approaches"
approaches” (Shep(Shep‑
of school
pard, 1996,
1996, p.
p. 328),
328), observed
observed by instructional
instructional leadership
leadership authors,
authors, encomencom‑
pard,
passed several
several different
different interpersonal
interpersonal leadership
leadership styles.
styles. In turn,
t u r n , this
this shift
shift
passed
may have
have also
also shifted
shifted the
the attention
attention of authors
authors towa1-d
toward the
the collaboration
collaboration itit‑
may
self, including
including actors
actors other
other than
than the
the principal
principal in the
the leadership
leadership umbrella.
umbrella.
seir,
One understanding
understanding of
of instrnctional
instructional leadership--termed
leadership‐termed shared
shared instrncinstruc‑
One
tional leadership
leadership (Marks
(Marks &
8cPrinty,
Printy, 2003;
2003; Printy,
Printy, Marks,
Marks, &
8cBowers,
Bowers, 2009; Urick
Urick
tional
& Bowers,
Bowers, 2014)-explicitly
2014)‐explicitly addresses
addresses the
the role
role of
of teachers
teachers and
and other
other nonnon‑
adrninistrators in instructional
instructional leadership.
leadership. These
These scholars
scholars begin
begin from
from the
the
administrators
principle that
that teaching
teaching and
and learning,
learning, as
as the
the "technical
“technical core"
core” of schools
schools and
and
principle
schooling, ought
ought guide
guide all
all of the
the shortshort‐ and
and long-term
long-term objectives
objectives of schools
schools
schooling,
asorganizations
(Marks &
8cPrinty,
Printy, 2003).
2003). This
This process
process entails
entails both
both principals
principals
as
organizations (Marks
mobilizing action
action toward
toward improving
improvingstudent
student outcomes
outcomes and
and teachers
teachers establishestablish‑
mobilizing
ing the
the norms
n o r m s and
and culture
culture through
through which
which other
other teachers
teachers act
a c t (Marks,
(Marks, Printy,
Printy,
ing·
8cRowers,
Bowers, 2009).
2009). The
The shared
shared instructional
instructional leadership
leadership concept
concept is
is in line
line with
with
&
profiles of successful
successful instructional
instructional leadership
leadership practice
practice (Knapp,
(Knapp, 2014; Murphy
Murphy
prnfiles
et al.,
al., 2007),
2007), and
and major
major critiques
critiques of the
the model
model by
by other
other scholars.
scholars.
et
Though diverse,
diverse, instrnctional
instructional leadership
leadership theorists
theorists share
share the
the belief
belief that
that
Though
principals lead
lead by
by defining
defining and
and communicating
communicating goals,
goals, providing
providing feedback
feedback
principals
on the
the teaching
teaching and
and learning
learning process,
process, and
and emphasizing
emphasizing professional
professional develdevel‑
on
opment activities
activities (Alig-Mielcarek
(Alig-Mielcarek 8c
Hoy, 2005;
2005; Hallinger,
Hallinger, 2005).
2005). Among
Among
& Hoy,
opment
some authors,
authors, these
these tasks
tasks also
also include
include setting
setting aa culture
culture of high
high expectaexpecta‑
some
tions, monitoring
monitoring student
student data,
data, and
and serving
serving as
as aa visible
visible presence
presence in
in the
the
tions,
school (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2005),
2005). Instructional
Instructional leadership
leadership theories
theories still
still lend
lend subsub‑
school
stantial, perhaps
perhaps primary,
primary, focus
focus to
to principals.
principals. Still,
Still, the
the focus
focus on
on principals
principals
stantial,

as
has lent
as collaborative
collaborative agents
agents has
lent focus
focus to collaborative
collaborative processes,
processes, and
and what
what
kinds
be exercised
exercised within
kinds of leadership
leadership may
may be
within them.
them.

Transformational
Transformational Leadership
Leadership
The
The literature
literature on
on transformational
transformational leadership
leadership in schools,
schools, begun
begun in the
the
1970s,
19705, has
has focused
focused largely
largely on
on whether
whether schools
schools are
a r e good
good places
places to work
work and
and
learn
learn and,
and, as
as such,
such, has
has addressed
addressed aa broader
broader set
set of leadership
leadership goals
goals and
and
activities
activities than
than the
the improvement
improvement of instruction.
instruction. Under
Under these
these models,
models, principrinci‑
pals
arc expected
pals are
expected to understand
understand and
and display
display the
the behaviors
behaviors and
and dispositions
dispositions
ncccssa1·y
necessary Lo
to build
build work
work environments
environments supporiive
supportive to teachers.
teachers. It is incumincum‑
bent
the leader
bent on
on the
leader in this
this case
case to promote
promote the
the overall
overall goals
goals of the
the institution
institution
rather
rather than
than the
the goals
goals of the
the individual
individual (Brower
(Brower & Balch,
Balch, 2005).
2005). Frequently,
Frequently,
the
the model
model includes
includes opportunities
opportunities for
f o r teachers
teachers to
to collaborate
collaborate on
on leadership
leadership
activities
activities to
to create
create a
a culture
culture of shared
shared responsibility
responsibility and
and accountability.
accountability.
Transformational
literatures focus
Transformational leadership
leadership models
models across
across severnl
several literatures
focus on
on
the
the capacities
capacities ,tnd
and commitments
commitments of an
an organization's
organization’s members
members (Leithwood,
(Leithwood,
Jantzi,
Jantzi, &
8cSteinbach,
Steinbach, 2009).
2009). Like
Like instructional
instructional leadership,
leadership, the
the introduction
introduction
of transformational
transformational leadership
leadership implies
implies schools
schools are
are shifting
shifting away from
f r o m the
the
traditional
model
of
leadership
and
changing
"for
~e
bettertt
by
incn~astraditional model leadership and changing “ f o r the better” by increas‑
ing
ing the
the purposes
purposes and
and resources
resources of both
both leaders
leaders and
and followers
followers (Leithwood,
(Leithwood,
&
Steinbach,
2009).
Jantzi,
Jantzi, 8cSteinbach, 2009).
In
Mai-ks 8c
& Printy,
In recent
r e c e n t years,
years, authon;
authors (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2003;
2003; Marks
Printy, 2003;
2003; Urick
Urick
&
Rowers,
2011)
have
proposed
reconciling
instructional
and
8cBowers, 2011) have proposed reconciling instructional and transformatransforma‑
tional
tional leadership
leadership models
models in
in various
various ways. Additionally,
Additionally, various
various reviews
reviews of
literature
et al.,
literature (Robinson
(Robinsonet
al., 2008;
2008; Scheerens,
Scheerens, 2012)
2012) have
have found
found that
that instrucinstruc‑
tional
tional leadership
leadership has
has aa more
m o r e significant
significant impact
impact on
on student
student achievement
achievement
than
than transformational
transformational leadership.
leadership. These
These findings
findings may
may be
be a.<.sociated
associated with
with
aa decline
decline in published
published studies
studies utilizing
utilizing this
this literature
literature in rccem
r e c e n t years,
years, as
as
authors
authors appear
appear to transition
transition into
i n t o using
using other
other models
models to desc1ihe
describe similar
similar
phenomena.
phenomena. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
the term
t e r m "transformational
“transformational leadership"
leadership” has
has aa
long
long history,
history, and
and retains
retains some
some salience
salience among
among practitione1·s.
practitioners.

Teacher
Teacher Leadership
Leadership
Teacher
Teacher leadership
leadership theories
theories understand
understand leadership
leadership beginning
beginningfrom
from the
the perper‑
spectives
spectives and
and needs
needs of classroom
classroom teachers.
teachers. Formally,
Formally, lhe
the term
t e r m "teacher
“teacher leader"
leader”
is used
used to refer
refer to teachers
teachers with
with a variety of job
job arrangements
arrangements outside
outside of the
the
classroom,
classroom, from
f r o m full-time
full-time formal
formal coaching
coaching positions
positions to occasional
occasional "drop-in"
“drop-in”
2000). In addition
observation
observation or
or advice-giving
advice‐giving (Lord
(Lord &
8cMiller, 2000).
addition to these
these forfor‑
mal
arrangements,
teacher
leadership
scholars
oflen
seek
to
understand
how
mal arrangements, teacher leadership scholars often seek understand how
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teachers lead
lead informally,
informally, including
including how
how practices
practices such
such as
asmodeling
modeling effective
effective
teachers
instruction serve
serve aa leadership
leadership function
even if practitioners
practitioners do
do not
n o t consider
consider
instruction
function even
themselves leaders.
leaders. An egalitarian
egalitarian view of teachers
teachers and
and teaching,
teaching, combined
combined
themselves
with the
the newness
newness of teacher
teacher leadership
leadership positions,
has fed
fed aa line
scholarship
with
positions, ha~
line of scholarship
separate from
from that
that focusing
focusing on
on leadership
principals (Neurnerski,
(Neumerski, 2013).
2013).
separate
leadership by principals
Teacher leadership
leadership scholars
scholars have
have focused
focused attention
attention on
on these
these nonsupen~sononsuperviso‑
Teacher
school‐based leadership
leadership roles
roles (Mangin
(Mangin &
& Stoelinga,
Stoelinga, 2008).
2008). While
While some
some auau‑
ry, school-based
thors in this space
space have
have focused
focused on
on formalistic
formalisticjob
job responsibilities
responsibilities and
and rnlesroles‑
thors
studying teachers
teachers who
who build
build professional
professional development,
develbpment, c1itiquc
critique lessons,
lessons, and
and
studjfag
serve on
on committees
committees (Lord
(Lord &
8cMiller,
Miller, 2000)---others
2000)‐others have
have taken
taken an
an explicitly
explicitly
sen•e
anti-hierarchical approach
approach to understanding
understanding expertise
expertise and
and the
the building
building of rere‑
anti-hierarchical
lationships as
as key
key leadership
leadership practices
practices (Firestone
(Firestone & Cecilia
Cecilia Martinez,
Martinez, 2007),
2007),
lationships
while others
others have
have focused
focused on
on how
how specific
specific environments
environments fostn
foster opportunities
opportunities
while
or even
even expectations
expectations ot:
of, teacher
teacher leadership
leadership (York-Barr & Duke,
Duke, 2004).
2004).
for, or
Given its
its focus,
focus, scholars
scholars may
may consider
consider teacher
teacher leadership
leadership aadescriptive
term
Given
descriptive tcnn
for teachers
teachers who
who lead,
rather than
than aa model
model in its
its own
o w n right.
right. However,
However, like
like the
the
for
lead, rather
other models
models in
in this
this section,
section, teacher
teacher leadership
leadership scholars
scholars refer
refer to
to aa common,
common,
other
independent set
set of understandings
understandings about
about how
leadership functions
functions in
yet independent
how leadership
schools, and
and share
share aa unique
unique conception
conception of how
how leadership
leadership should
should function.
function.
schools,
Placing this
this literature
literature in dialogue
dialogue with
with other
other literature
on collective
collective leaderleader‑
Placing
literature on
ship, while
while recognizing
recognizing teacher·
teacher leadership’s
limitations, represents
the diverdiver‑
ship,
leadership's limitations,
represents the
perspectives currently
currently al
at play
play in educational
educational leadership
leadership scholarship.
scholarship.
sity of perspectives
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leadership
leadership look
look to
to "capture"
“capture” leadership
leadership activities that
that other
other models
models might
might
within the
miss (Harris,
(Harris, 2004).
2004). In particulai~
particular, certain
certain authors
authors within
the distributed
distributed leader
leader
slrand
strand redirect
redirect focus
focus from
from individual
individual capacities
capacities toward
toward the
the idea
idea of aa collective
collective
capacity
capacity for
for leadership,
leadership, greater
greater than
than tl1c
the sum
sum of its parts
parts (Harris,
(Harris, 2004).
2004). This
This
focus
reflects an
focus reflects
an emerging
emerging consensus
consensus that
that distributed
distributed leadership
leadership is not
n o t merely
merely
the
w.ks among
tcracthe cli\ision
division of tasks
among several
several persons
persons but
but is aa manifestation
manifestation of the
the in
interac‑
tions
tions that
that leaders
leaders and
and recipients
recipients have
have with
with each
each other
other (Timpc:rlcy,
(Timperley, 2005).
2005).
the primary
In distributed
distributed leadership
leadership theories,
theories, the
the situation
situation is
is treated
treated as
as the
primary
understand how
unit
u n i t of analysis;
analysis; distributed
distributed leadership
leadership attempts
attempts to
to understand
how the
the cogcog‑
nition
time, place,
place, and
socialization (Spillane
nition of actors
actors is
is distributed
distributed by
bytime,
and socialization
(Spillane et
et
al.,
al., 2004).
2004). By focusing
focusing on
on interactions,
interactions, "organiz.ational
“organizational routines
routines and
and tools
tools
arc
are aa core
core defining
defining element
element of practice"
practice” (Harris;(Harris,2008,
2008, p.
p. 255).
255). In this
this w<ty,
way,
distributed
together knowledge,
distributed leadership
leadership ties together
knowledge, belief
belief and
and action:
action: "activity
“activity
is aa product
through
product of what
what the
the actor
a c t o r knows,
knows, believes,
believes, and
and docs
does in and
and through
particular
particular social,
social, cultural,
cultural, and
and material
material contexts"
contexts” (Spillane,
(Spillane, et
et al.,
al., 2004).
2004).
Distiihuted
highlight lhe
Distributed leadership
leadership theories
theories also
also highlight
the importance
importance of experexper‑
tise,
tise, 01·
or the
the potential
potential expertise
expertise of actors,
actors, in creating
creating opportunities
opportunities for
f o r leadlead‑
ership.
ership. In distributed
distributed leadership
leadership theory,
theory, expertise
expertise rather
rather than
than hierarchy
hierarchy is
is
aa source
source of authoiity
authority (Copland,
(Copland, 2003).
2003). Expertise
Expertise is
is tied
tied to
to aa process
process of concon‑
tinual
tinual learning
learning among
among teachers
teachers about
about curriculum
curriculum and
and instruction
instruction (Harris,
(Harris,
2003).
While
this
process
can
reinforce
visions
set
by
formal
administrators,
2003). While this process can reinforce visions set formal administrators,
distributed
distributed leadership
leadership can
can also
also challenge
challenge authority
authority in ways that
that make
makejoint
joint
movement
more
difficult
(Printy,
2007).
m o v e m e n t m o r e difficult (Printy, 2007).

Distributed
Distributed Leadership
Leadership
METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY
Under aa fourth
fourth st.rand
strand of leadership
leadership scholarship,
scholarship, distributed
distributed leadership
leadership
Under
models argue
argue that
that leadership
leadership is aa situational,
situational, rather
rather than
than perrnanent,
permanent, quality
quality
models
individuals and
and situations.
situations. Copland
Copland (200~)
(2003) tracks
the development
development of disdis‑
of individuals
tracks the
tributed leadership
leadership from
from the
the first
first human
human relations
relations perspectives
perspectives of the
the l19705,
tributed
!:170s,
which pushed
pushed against
against an
an assumed
assumed distrust
distrust of employees,
employees, through
through the
the develdevel‑
which
opment of transformational
transformational leadership
leadership (which
(which focuses
focuses on
on the
the empowerment
empowerment
opment
staff), into
into Elmore’s
(2000) work,
work, which
which focuses
focuses on
on re-aligning
the center
center
of staff),
Elmore's (2000)
re-aligning the
authority in schools
schools toward
toward whole
While the
the term
t e r m distributed
distributed leadlead‑
of authority
whole staffs. Vv'hile
ership is used
used in varying
varying contexts
c o n t e x t s (and
(and at
at times
times to
to refer
refer to relatively
relatively routine
routine
ership
practices of delegation)
delegation) I here
here refer
refer to
to models
models that
that argue
argue many
many individuals
individuals
practices
within
within aa school
school can
can sen•e
serve as
asleaders
leaders or co-leaders
co‐leaders during
during particular
particular times
times or in
areas in which
which they
they have
have expertise
expertise (Spillane,
(Spillane, Halverson,
Halverson, &
8cDiamond,
Diamond, 2004).
2004).
areas
These authors
authors r~ject
reject the
the dichotomies
dichotomies of leader-follower
leader‐follower and
and leadership-folleadership‐fol‑
These
lowership they
they see
see in other
other theoretical
theoretical frames
frames (Gronn,
2002).
lowership
(Gronn, 2002).
proponents, distributed
distributed leadership
leadership is
is seen
seen as
asa
response to leadership
leadership
By proponents,
a key response
studies that
that have
have left
left unanswered
unanswered questions
questions about
about the
the impact
impact ofleadership
of leadership on
on
studies
instructional improvemenL
improvement (Harris,
(Harris, 2004).
2004). Empirical
Empirical studies
studies in disuibuted
distributed
instructional

This
This chapter
chapter seeks
seeks to
to identify
identify and
and evaluate
evaluate qualitaLive
qualitative and
and quantitative
quantitative
studies
studies that
that link
link collective
collective leadership
leadership practices
practices to
to student
student outcomes.
o u t c o m e s . In
the
the context
c o n t e x t of collective
collective leadership,
leadership, I argue,
argue, it is
is possible
possible to
to review
review works
works
of literature
models of leadership
literature across
across these
these multifaceted
multifaceted models
leadership by examining
examining
how
relationship between
how researchers
researchers understand
understand the
the relationship
between leaders,
leaders, leadership
leadership
actions,
actions, and
and student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
Here,
Here, these
these understandings
understandings are
are termed
termed "theories
“theories of action."
action.” A theory
theory
of action
action is
is aa working
working hypothesis
hypothesis regarding
regarding how
how leadership
leadership practices
practices and/
and/
or
or changes
changes in instruction
instruction resulting
resulting from
f r o m good
good leadership
leadership create
create observable
observable
improvements
theories of action
improvements in student
student outcomes.
o u t c o m e s . I use
use the
the theories
action present
present
in each
leadereach studv
study reviewed
reviewed here
here as
as aa means
means of undeFst.anding
understanding the
the way leader‑
ship
ship functio~s
functions in each
each instance
instance (Hill
(Hill &
& Celio,
Celio, 1998),
1998), and
and to
to therefore
therefore find
fi n d
common
c o m m o n features
features between
between studies
studies with
with nominally
nominally different
different models
models of leadlead‑
ership.
ership. Theories
Theories of action,
action, however,
however, arc
are noL
n o t by
by themselves
themselves aa replacement
replacement
for
f o r leadership
leadership models
models or
or theories:
theories: Ultimately,
Ultimately, they
they are
a r e primarily
primarily aa tool
tool for
for
understanding
understanding studies
studies together.
together.
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In constmcting
constructing aa basis
basis for
for the
the review,
review, II followed
followed the
the eight
eight criteria
criteria of
of sucsuc‑
In
cessful systematic
systematic reviews
reviews of
of literature
literature described
described by
by Hallinger
Hallinger (2003).
(2003). HalHalcessful
linger calls
calls for
for reviews
reviews to
to have
haveexplicit
explicit goals
goals (here,
(here, understanding
understanding the
the colleccolleclinger
tivity behind
behindcontemporary
contemporarystudies
studies in
in educational
educationalleadership)
leadership) and
andan
an explicit
explicit
tivity
conceptual perspective
perspective (here,
(here, the
the idea
idea of
of theories
theories of
of action,
action, which
which must
m u s t be
be
conceptual
identified
and
explicated).
These
t
w
o
orientations
guided
how
studies
in
the
identified and explicated). These two orientations guided how studies in the
reviewwere
were sorted
sortedand
andwhat
what data
datawas
was extracted
extracted from
from them
them (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2013).
2013).
review
“boundedsearch"
search” (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2013)
2013) of
of literature,
literature,with
with an
an incluinclu‐
IIconduceda
conduced a "bounded
sive approach
approach to
to sources
sources of
of information,
information, methods
methods of
of leadership
leadership and
and concepconcep‐
sive
tions of
of student
student outcomes,
outcomes, in
in studies
studies from
from 2000
2000 to
to the
the present.
present. Beginning
Beginning
tions
from the
the year
year 2000,
2000, this
this review
review seeks
seeks to
to pick
pick up
up where
where Leithwood
Leithwood and
and Duke
Duke
from
(1999) ostensibly
ostensibly left
left off.
off. The
The period
period also
also encompasses
encompasses major
major theoretical
theoretical dede‐
(1999)
velopments, including
including Gronn's
Gronn’s (2002)
(2002) early
early work
work on
on distributed
distributed leadership
leadership
velopments,
and the
the development
development of
of instructional
instructional leadership
leadership beyond
beyond the
the principalship.
principalship.
and
Four
separate
strategies
were
used
to
gather
studies:
Four separate strategies were used to gather studies:
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From
From this
this initial
initial search
search strategy,
strategy, 76
76 applicable
applicable studies
studies were
were identified.These
identified. These
I were
' three
'
'in Table
studies
in
studies
were placed
placed in
in
three groups,
groups, summarized
summarized
Table 2.1.
2.1.
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The ERIC
ERIC database
database was
was searched
searched for
for abstracts
abstracts containing
containing at
at least
least one
one
l.1. The
tterm
e r m for
f o r aa leadership
leadership model
model that
that implied
implied collective
collective work
work ("distrib(“distrib‐
uted leadership,"
leadership,” "teacher
“teacher leadership,"
leadership,” "instructional
“instructional leadership,"
leadership,”
uted
“leadership effects,"
effects,” "collaborative
“collaborative leadership,"
leadership,” "shared
“shared leadership,"
leadership,”
"leadership
or "collective
“collective leadership")
leadership”) and
and one
o n e term
t e r m for
f o r student
student outcomes
o u t c o m e s ("stu(“stuor
dent achievement,"
achievement,” "student
“student learning,"
learning,” "student
“student outcomes,"
outcomes,” "social
“social
dent
outcomes,” or
or "student
“student performance").
performance”).
outcomes,"
2. All
A l l studies
studies published
published from
from 2000
2000 to
to the
the present
presentincluded
in Robinson,
Robinson,
2.
included in
Lloyd‘and
Rowe’s
2008
meta-analysis
were
reviewed
for
inclusion.
Lloyd and Rowe's 2008 meta-analysis were reviewed for inclusion.
3. Key
Key theoretical
theoretical literature
literature on
on distributed
distributed leadership
leadership (Spillane,
3.
(Spillane, HalvHalverson,
&
Diamond,
2004;
Spillane,
2006;
Mayrowetz,
erson, & Diamond, 2004; Spillane, 2006; Mayrowetz, 2008;
2008; Gronn,
Gronn,
2002) was used
used as
as the
the basis
basis for
Google Scholar
Scholar reverse
reverse citation
2002)
for aa Google
citation
search to
to discover
discover any
any empirical
empirical studies
that utilized
search
studies that
utilized distributed
distributed leadleadership to
to describe
describe leadership
ership
leadership activities.
activities.
4. Key
Keyjournals
journals were
were identified
identified and
reviewed ffor
o r any
remaining relevant
4.
and reviewed
any remaining
relevant
empirical studies.
studies. This
This search
search included
keyjournals
empirical
included the
the four
four key
journals referenced
referenced
in Leithwood
Leithwood and
and Duke's
Duke’s 1999
1999 review
in
review of
of the
the history
history of
of leadership
leadership litera‐
literatture
u r e across the
the past
century
(Education
Administration
Quarterly;
journal
past century (Education Administration Quarterly,Journal
of School
& Leaderof
SchoolLeadership;
Leadership;Educational
EducationalManagement,
Management, Administration,
Administration, é’Leadership;
and
journal
of
Educational
Administration)
w o journals
ship;and Journal of EducationalAdministration) as
as well
well as
as ttwo
journals
established after
established
after 1999
1999 (School
( SchoolLeadership
Leadershipe’Managemem
& Managementand
and Leadership
Leadership
, .
~
G’Policy
& Policyin
in Education).
Education). The
The prev10us
previous three
three search
search strategles
strategies substantially
substantially
incorporatedwork
incorporated work in
in otherjoumalsaswell.
other journals as well.
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Studies
Studies were
were screened
screened for
f o r relevance
relevance to
to the
the study
study (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2013)
2013) usus‑
ing two
ing
t w o key
key elements.
elements. First,
First, reviewed
reviewed studies
studies had
had to
to include
include non-principal
non‐principal
actors
a c t o r s (chiefly,
(chiefly, teachers)
teachers) who
who are
are treated
treated as
as leading
leading school-level
school‐level improveimprove‑
ment
m e n t in tandem
tandem with
with principals.
principals. Second,
Second, studies
studies had
had to
to make
make connecconnec‑
tions,
direct
or
indirect,
to
student
achievement.
Broad
discretion
tions, direct or indirect,
student achievement. Broad discretion was
given
Lo authors
given to
authors to
to define
define the
the achievement
achievement variable
variable of interest.
interest. Twenty-six
Twenty-six
studies
studies (over
(over 29
29 publications:
publications: four
f o u r publications
publications by
by Hallinger
Hallinger and
and He(:k
Heck
discuss
discuss the
the same
same data
data set)
set) included
included multiple
multiple leaders
leaders and
and aa link
l i n k to
to student
student
achievement;
achievement; these
these met
m e t the
the criteria
criteria for
f o r review.
review. Twenty-nine
Twenty-nine of U1e
the studstud‑
ies
ies in the
the review
review included
included multiple
multiple leaders
leaders without
without aa corresponding
corresponding link
link
to student
achievement.
The
final
group
coma-ins
21
studies
that
do
student achievement. The final group contains
studies that do not
not
contain
contain multiple
multiple leaders:
leaders: these
these studies
studies use
use distributed
distributed leadership
leadership or
or simisimi‑
lar
Leachers perceive
l a r frameworks
frameworks to understand
understand how
h o w teachers
perceive leadership
leadership by their
their
principals.
principals.
In accordance
accordance wiLh
with Hallinger
Hallinger (2013),
(2013), I followed
followed aa specific
specific strategy
strategy in
extracting
anrl
collecting
information
from
the
26
studies
of
interest.
extracting and collecting information f r o m the 26 studies interest. The
The
intent
intent was not
n o t to create
create aa meta-analysis,
meta‐analysis, in which
which the
the effect
effect sizes of each
each of
the
the studies
studies are
a r e quantified.
quantified. Instead,
Instead, I used
used "narrative
“narrative text,
t e x t , idea
idea units
units [and]
[and]
descriptions
Lo extract
descriptions of studies"
studies” (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2013,
2013, p.
p. 135) to
e x t r a c t the
the particular
particular
units
identified by
the
units of
of study
study design
design identified
by Spillane
Spillane (2006):
(2006): w~o
who the
the leaders
leaders in the
study
were,
how
leadership
was
undersLood
conceptually,
the
specific
leadstudy were, how leadership
understood conceptually, the specific lead‑
ership
ership stylc(s)
style(s) or su·ucturc(s}
structure(s) under
under study,
study, the
the means
means by which
which student
student
omcomcs
outcomes were
were assessed
assessed or analyzed,
analyzed, and
and the
the general
general finding
finding of the
the study.
study.
These
primary tool
From
These units
units are
are presented
presented in Table
Table 2.2, the
the primary
tool of analysis.
analysis. F
rom
this
through analytic
tools such
this matrix
matrix display,
display, I drew
drew conclusions
conclusions through
analytic tools
such as
asunderunder‑
standing
standing relationships
relationships between
between design
design features
features in the
the study,
study, visible
visible across
across
the
rows
of
the
matrix,
and
contrasting
and
comparing
the
texts
the rows the matrix, and contrasting and comparing the texts against
against one
one
another
Saldana, 2014),
another (Miles,
(Miles, Huberman,
Huberman, &
8cSaldar'ia,
2014), visible
visible across
across the
the columns.
columns.
from
was able
From there,
there, IIwas
able to generate
generate hypotheses
hypotheses about
about themes
themes in the
the text
t e x t and
and
rest
test those
those hypotheses
hypotheses hy
by returning
returning to the
the texts.
texts.
As
review of literature,
As aa systematic
systematic review
literature, this
this chapter
chapterjoins
joins meta-analyses
meta-analyses (Rob(Rob‑
inson,
Hohepa,
&
Lloyd,
2009;
Schccrens,
2012)
that
inson, Hohepa, 8c Lloyd, 2009; Scheerens,
that seek
seek to understand
understand
the
the quantitative
quantitative relationship
relationship hetween
between leadership
leadership and
and student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
However,
However, this
this chapte1·'s
chapter’s purpose
purpose is
is to
to understand
understand these
these relationships
relationships qualiquali‑
tatively, in order
understood,
order to
to clarif}'
clarify how
how leadership
leadership theory
theory is
is applied,
applied, understood,
and
and modified
modified in each
each instance.
instance. Further
Further while
while Scheerens'
Scheerens’ (2012)
(2012) review
review
focuses
on
measures
of
student
outcomes
and
leadership
variables,
focuses on measures
student o u t c o m e s and leadership variables, like
like
this
this study,
study, its focus
focus on
on intermediate
intermediate variables
variables is
is primarily
primarily demographic,
demographic,
rather
features of leadership
rather than
than seeking
seeking to
to understand
understand the
the features
leadership examined
examined in
reviewed
reviewed studies.
studies. This
This study
study therefore
therefore complcmenLS
complements and
and extends
extends this
this develdevel‑
oping
literature
base.
oPin g literature base.
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TABLE 2.2 How Do Studies Including Both Teams of Leaders and a Connection to Student Outcomes (26 Studies
Over 29 Publications) Understand Leadership'?

Study Type

Changes in leadership
Structure or Style
Examined

::0

11.3.;
:0

Reference

3
:.59.
31
.15
3.

.5.195
9
13.

2
25m
3.5553

Leaders Under
Study; Conception of
leadership

z

0

Variable(s) of
Student Outcomes
Examined
Finding

0
m

z

G'>
::0

m

Abbott&
11-kKnighl.
'.:!OIO

Akopoff
'.!OHi

Mixed mel.hmls
longitudinal study,
examining nine Title I
schools over live years

Principals and tcacht,r:;
in secondary schools;
Distributed leadership'

Qualitative multiple
c.~,e study dissertation,
examining three underperforming senior high
schools

Principals, assi"ilanl
p1indpals & lcacher,;;
Disttibmed leadership

Mixc'fl method,
di~rt.ation, t:xiilnining
IO\I muh.iculturnl teachers
front two high S<:hoo1s in a
so.uthwcsLCm staLC
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This
synthesizes and interprets contemporary research on collecThis review
r e v 1 e w synthesues and interprets contemporary research on collec‑
. leadership . in
. K-12 schools. By specifically
.
.
. .
identifying
the leadership.
tive
t i v e leadershi in K‐12 schools. B s eCificall identif in the leadershi
practices
included studies, this review differs significantly
practices atatwork
work in
in the
the included studies, this review differs significantly
.
.
. .
. models, leadership.
from
previous
work.
By
identifying
from prev1ous work. By identifyingtog·ether
togetherleadership
leadership
models,
leadership
_
.
. depict'>
.
routines,
the theor o u t i n e s , and
andmeasures
measures of
o f student
studentoutcomes,
o u t c o m e s , this
this review
r e v 1 e w depicts the theo‑
. of action
.
. each study. This. chapter also demonstrates that,
ries
under
use
in
r i e s of a c t i o n under use in each study. This chapter also demonstrates that,
.
.
. .
.
.
.
outside
outSideindividual
indiVidualmodels
modelsofleadership
of leadershipin
in each
eachstudy,
study,aageneral
generalconception
conception
.
.
.
.
of
of collective
collective leadership
leadershipcan
can serve
serve as
asaa bridge
bridge hetwcen
between mediated
mediatedmodels
modelsof
of
. and effects on student outcomes.
.
leadership
leadership and effects on student o u t c o m e s .
.
.
To answer its
research queslions,
this. review
seeks common elements
To answer i t s research questions, this r e v 1 e w seeks c o m m o n elements
from
the
examined
studies
in
order
to
understand
f r o m the examined studies in order to understand how
how studies
studies generally
generally
understand
the
relationship
between
leaders,
leadership
behaviors
understand the relationship between leaders, leadership behav10rs or
or acac‑
tions,
and
changes
in
student
outcomes.
This
sect.ion
details
similarities
tions, and changes in student o u t c o m e s . This section details similarities
.
. in
. two
. of
between
studies
between reviewed
rev1ewed
studies
in
t w o respects:
respects: common
c o m m o n theoties
theories
of action,
a’ c t .i o n , and
and
.
. .
.
.
.
common
features
of
leadership
activity.
Each
of
these
is
described
in
dec o m m o n features of leadership activ1ty. Each of these 15described in de‑
.
.
.
.
tail
below, along with representative examples drawn from the studied
tail below, along With representative examples drawn f r o m the studied
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
literaL4re.
This
concludes with
a discussion
of the limitations
of
literature.
This section
s e c t i o n concludes With a discussmn of the limitations of
.
.
.
.
.
,
this
approach,
and
of
attempts
Lo
reconcile
diverse
theories
of
action
this approach, and of attempts to reconc1le diverse theories of a c t i o n in
in
.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

"

.

.

.

.

- studies
. .
leadership
leadership
studies.
In concurrence ~ith Harris (2004), I find relatively few studies measure
In concurrence With Harris (2004), I fi n d relatively few studies measure
.
.
.
.
.
the
ofleadership,. either
directly
or indirectly,
on student outcomes.
the iimpact
m p a c t of leadership, either directly or indirectly, on student o u t c o m e s .
ln
general,
however,
models
that
could
explain
a
significant
of the
the
In general, however, models that could explain a Significant pportion
o r t i o n of
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
variation in student achievement, both qualitative and quantitative, hypothv a r i a t i o n in student achievement, both qualitative and quantitative, hypoth‑
esized
off‘aaction
connecting leadership
activities with
' daa cdear
l a r theory
d ' e ihs ip
‘ act1Vitiesw1t
‘ h cchanges
hanges
e51ze
e
theoryo
c t i o n c o n n e c t'i n lg ea
in
classroom
practice
that
impacted
how
students
learn.
ln
this
case,
the ini‘ n 1
c assroom p r a c t'i c e th a t' impacted h
o w s t ud e n t s 1earn. 1n t h 1 5case, t h e 'i n ‑
.
.
.
vestigative power
power of
of studies
studies was
was greatly
gn::atlyenhanced
enhanced by
by approaches
approaches that
that clearly
clearly
vestigative
understood
leadership
roulines,
and
had
methodological
tools
capable
of
understood leadership routines, and had methodological tools capable of
.investigating
.
.
.
.
.
.
them.
The
remainder
of
this
section
parallels
that
emphasis,
investigating them. The remainder of this s e c t i o n parallels that emphaSis,
.
.
.
.
.
.
highlighting
studies
where the
the relationship
relationship
between these
these three
three ccore
elehighlighting
studies
where
between
o r e ele‑
_
.
.
ment-;
wa" articulated
articulated in
in aa clear
clear bbut
nuanced fashion.
fashion .
m
e n t s was
u t nuanced
.
.
.
.
. .
.inThe
findings
of
this
chapter
are
limited
by
the natural complexities
The findings of this Chapter are limited by the natural compleXIties 1 n ‑
.in considering
..
..
..
volved in
qualitative
and quantitative
c1uantitative
work together
together across
across mul‑
mulvolved
conSidering
qualitative
and
work
.
. review
.
. account of "whatworks"-01tiple
contexLs.
This
produces
no
precise
tip le contexts. This r e v 1 e w roduces no r e C i s e accountof“whatworks”‐or
what does
does nnot-in
the leadership of schools. Its methods cannot necessarily
what
o t ‐ i n the leadership of schools. Its methods c a n n o t necessarily
assess
the
quality
of
the studies it examines. What it endeavors Lodo instead
assess the quality o f the studies i t e x a m i n e s . What i t endeavors t o d o instead
is
to understand the direction of the field as it is currently aligned: m,~jor
is to understand the direction of the field as it is currently aligned: maJor
. in literature
.
.
.
.
.
trends in
both highlight
areas of emerging
effectiveness
and
trends
literature ccan
a n both highlight areas of e m e r g i n g effectiveness and
.
.
leadership
work
as
yet
unexplored.
shed
light
on
corners
of
shed light on corners of leadership work asyet unexplored.
.
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THREE THEORIES OF ACTION
CONNECTING LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP
ACTION CONNECTING
A N D STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
ACHIEVEMENT
AND
Studies that
that demonstrate
demonstrate notable
notable effects
effects of
of leadership
leadership in
in this
this review
review show
show
Stuciies
o n e or
or more
m o r e of
of three
three types of
of theories
theories of
of aelioi1
action at
at work: whole
school
one
whole school
change Lhroug-h
through the
the enhancement
enhancement of
of "school
“school improvement
improvement capacity,"
capacity,” the
the
change
cultivation of aa culture
culture of
of shared
shared purpose,
purpose, and/
and/ or
or the
the redesign
teachers’
cultivation
redesign of teachers'
work. While
each study
study maintains
maintains its
its own
o w n unique
unique theory
theory of anion,
action, often
often
work.
\Vhile each
blending these
these types
types in
in different
different ways, aa handful
handful of
of the
the studies
studies in
in the
the sample
sample
blending
reflect trends
trends and
and commonalities
commonalities that
that appear
appear across
across the
the literallll'e
literature sample.
sample.
reflect
These commonalities
commonalities in
in how
how leaders
in studies,
studies, through
through behavioi-s,
behaviors, influinflu‑
These
leaders in
ence student
student outcomes,
outcomes, suggest
suggest a common
c o m m o n structure
s t r u c t u r e between
between studies
studies that,
that,
ence
further, sugg·csts
suggests ways
ways in
in which
which leadership
leadership models
models are
are reconcilable
reconcilable ½ith
with one
one
further,
another. Additionally,
Additionally, these
these theories
theories are
are similar
similar in
in scope
scope and
and application
application
another.
to the
the factors
factors identified
identified in
in Scheerens'
Scheerens’ (2012)
(2012) meta-analysis
meta-analysis of
of similar
similar work.
to
work.

Targeting School
School Improvement
I m p r o v e m e n t Capacity
Capacity
Targeting
First, many
many studies
studies utilize
utilize aa theory
theory of
of action
action in
which leadership
leadership practices
practices
First,
in which
reciprocally influence
influence "school
“school improvement
improvement capacity,"
capacity,” in
in turn
t u r n improving
improving
reciprocally
learning (Hallinger
(Hallinger &
8cHeck,
2010; Heck
Heck &
8cHallinger,
Hallinger, 2009;
2009; Heck
Heck &
8cHalHal‑
Heck, 2010;
learning
linger, 20
2010).
School improvement
improvement capacity
capacity refers·
refers to
to aa school's
school’s ability
ability Lo
to
linger,
l 0). School
increase
teacher
learning
and
respond
to
learning
problems
(Hallinger
8c
increase teacher learning and respond to learning problems (Halling~r &
Heck,
2010a).
The
authors
use
nine
factors
of
collaboration
as
their
m
e
a
Heck, 2010a). The authors use nine factors of collaboration as their mea-‑
sure of
of leadership,
leadership, including
including empowering
empowering stafl~
staff, shared
shared accountability
accountability and
and
sure
collaborative
decision
making
focused
on
educational
improvement
(Hal‑
collahorativc decision making focused on educational improvement (Hallinger &
& Heck,
Heck, 2010a).
2010a). Leadership
Leadership is,
is, under
under their
their conception,
conception, responsible
responsible
linger
for
how
an
organization
and
its
members
deliberately
change
their pracprac‑
for how an organization and its members deliberately change their
tices
to
e
n
a
c
t
school
improvement
(Hallinger
8c
Heck
2010b).
In
this
way,
tices to enact school improvemelll (Hallinger & Heck 20 l Ob). In this wav,
the growth
growth of
of school
school improvement
improvement capacity
capacity ·not
n o t only
only helps
helps schools
schools do
do soin~some‑
the
thing different,
diiferent, but
b u t something
something more.
more.
thing
One example
example of
of an
an approach
approach using
using aa theory
theory of
of action
action with
with aa focus
focus on
on
One
school improvement
improvement capacity
capacity is
is Copland's
Copland’s (2003)
(2003) study
study of
of the
the Hay
Bay Area
Area
school
School Reform
Reform Cooperative.
Cooperative. Copland
Copland uses
uses aa mixed
mixed methods
methods case
case study
study that
that
School
explores how
how 16
16 member
member schools,
schools, using
using distributed
distributed leadership,
leadership, use
use data
data to
to
explores
improve instruction.
instruction. The
The study
study outlines
outlines aa clear
clear theory
theory of action:
action: as
asLeachers
teachers
improve
engage data,
data, they
they increase
increase their
their own
o w n and
and the
the school's
school’s overall
overall lcade1-ship
leadership
engage
capacity to
to advance
advance continued
school improvement.
improvement. Principals,
Principals, in
in turn,
turn,
capacity
continued school
shift their
their understanding
understanding of
of leadc,-ship
leadership to
to one
o n e "aptly
“aptly reframed
as leaderleader‑
shift
reframed as
ship of
of inquiry"
inquiry” (Copland,
(Copland, 2003,
2003, p.
p. 391).
391). Key
Key to
to Copland's
Copland’s conception
conception of
of
ship
distributed leadership
leadership is
is practice
practice that
that rests
rests on
on expert,
expert, nnot
o t hierarchical
hierarchical auau‑
distrihmcd
thority (Copland,
(Copland, 2003).
2003). Expert
Expert authority
authority in
in part
p a r t enables
enables p..actices
practices that
that are
are
thority

Four
Four Decades
Decades of Collective
Collective Leadership
Leadership •I 37

less likely
likely Lo
to break
break down
down at
at the
the point
point of
of implementation
implementation (Copland,
(Copland, 2003).
2003).
Arlditionally, iL
knowledge
Additionally,
it suggests
suggests aa leadership
leadership team
t e a m operates
operates with
with more
m o r e knowledge
and
and capacity
capacity then
then any
any individual,
individual, reconciling
reconciling the
the desire
desire of policymakers
policymakers for
for
educational
educational improvement
improvement via leadership
leadership with
with the
the inah~lity
inability of individuals
individuals to
consistently
ability (Copland,
consistently act
a c t with
with extraordinary
extraordinary or
or heroic
heroic ability
(Copland, 2003).
2003).
The
The large-scale
large-scale longitudinal
longitudinal study
study conducted
conducted by
by Louis
Louis and
and colleag·ues
colleagues
(2010),
(2010), which
which utilizes
utilizes models
models that
that exemplify
exemplify both
both distributed
distributed and
and instrucinstruc‑
tional
theory of reciprocal
tional leadership,
leadership, also
also relies
relies on
on aa theory
reciprocal growth
growth in leadership
leadership
like
that in Copland.
like that
Copland. The
T h e auLhors
authors collected
collected over
over six years
years of data
data from
f r o m aa
survey
survey of 8,391
8,391 teachers
teachers and
and 471
471 school
school administrators,
administrators, included
included int~rview
interview
and
and observation
observation data
data from
f r o m aa subset,
subset, and
and correlated
correlated that
that data
data with
with state
state test
test
result,;;
llsing aa mixed
results using
mixed methods
methods methodology.
methodology. Broadly,
Broadly, they
they find
find modes
modes of
collective
collective leadership
leadership have
have aa stronger
stronger influence
influence on
on studenl
student oulcomes
o u t c o m e s than
than
individual
individual leadership.
leadership. \Vhile
While they
they do
do not
n o t identify
identify aa single
single way to
to distribute
distribute
leadership
leadership that
that is most
m o s t effective,
effective, they
they find
fi n d that
that "the
“the more
m o r e encompassing
encompassing the
the
goal,
likelihood that
goal, the
the greater
greaterthe
the likelihood
that multiple
multiple sources
sources of leadership
leadership ¼ill
will be
be
,ti., 20IO,
appropriate"
appropriate” (Louis
(Louis et
et al.,
2010, p.
p. 282).
282). Leveraging
Leveraging the
the capacity
capacity of expert
expert
leadership,
leadership, Louis
Louis and
and colleagues
colleagues demonstrate
demonstrate how
how leadership
leadership teams
teams arc
are
to
an
increased
able
to
undertake
new
responsibilities
that
lead
able to undertake new responsibilities that lead to an increased focus
focus on
on
the
the goals
goals and
and expectations
expectations of student
student achievement.
achievement.
Olher
Other studies
studies that
that exemplify
exemplify targeting
targeting school
school imp£ovement
improvement capacity
capacity inin‑
clude
clude studies
studies by
by Chen
Chen (2007),
(2007), Grumdahl
Grumdahl (20IO),
(2010), Leithwood
Leithwood et
et al.
al. (2010),
(2010),
Marks
& Mttlford
Throughout the
litMarks and
and Printy
Printy (2003),
(2003),and
and Silins
Silins8c
Mulford {2004).
(2004).Throughout
the lit‑
Grundahl, 2010)
erature,
focus on
e r a t u r e , aa focus
on aa "systems
“systems approach"
approach” ((Grundahl,
2010) to
to improvement,
improvement,
or
or efforts
efforts to
to better
better identify
identify routes
r o u t e s through
through which
which schools
schools enhance
enhance the
the skills
of their
Leithwood and
their members,
members, such
such as
as Leithwood
and co-authors'
co‐authors’ "Four
“Four Paths"
Paths” model,
model,
or the
the discussion
discussion of leadership
leadership styles in Marks
Marks and
and Printy
Printy (2003),
(2003), all
all speak
speak
of school
school improvement
improvement capacily's
capacity’s general
general proposition
proposition that
that the
the ability
ability of
collectives
lead increases
collectives in schools
schools to lead
increases as
as leadership
leadership practices
practices are
a r e enactt:d.
enacted.

Cultivating
C u l t i v a t i n g Culture
Culture of
o f Shared
Shared Purpose
Purpose
A second
second set
set of theories
theories of action
action considers
considers the
the role
role of leadership
leadership in
creating
creating school
school cultures
cultures that
that unite
unite staff
staff around
around common
c o m m o n goals.
goals. Culture
Culture is
one
o n e of many
many active
active metaphors
metaphors used
used to
to understand
understand what
what an
an organization
organization is
and
1983) and
and does
does (Smircich,
(Smircich, 1983)
and is
is pa,ticularly
particularly applicable
applicable to
to school
school leader~
leader‑
ship,
ship, where
where leaders
leaders are
are at
at least
least in part
part attempting
attempting to
to shift
shift the
the focus
focus of an
an
organization's
organization’s members
members toward
toward aa total
total emphasis
emphasis on
on teaching
teaching and
and learning
learning
Mayrowetz et
(Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2003;
2003; Marks
Marks &
8cPrinty,
Printy, 2002;
2002; Mayrowetz
et al.,
al., 2007).
2007). In concon‑
trast
trast with.
with models
models that
that involve
involve school
school improvement
improvement capacity,
capacity, which
which refers
refers
to
what aa school's
to leadership
leadership changing
changing what
school’s members
members can
can do,
do, culturnl
cultural lc.ldcrleader‑
ship
whaL aa school's
ship involves
involves changing
changing what
school’s members
members think
think about
about teaching
teaching and
and
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learning. Studies
Studies that
that uLilizc
utilize these
these models
models consider
consider division
division among
among teachteach‑
learning.
ers on
on how
how best
best to
to improve
improve student
student outcomes
outcomes aa major
major barrier
to improving
improving
ers
barrier Lo
those outcomes.
outcomes.
those
Other research
research also
also highlights
highlights the
the central
central role
role that
that school
school culture
culture may
may
Other
play
in
improving
student
achievement,
and
the
role
that
leaders
may
play
play in improving student achievement, and the role that leaders may play
in building
building that
culture. Kim's
Kim’s (2010)
(2010) qualitative
qualitative case
case study
study examined
examined two
two
in
that culture.
California
charter
schools
noted
for
their
positive
leadership
practices.
K
im
California charter schools noted for their positive leadership practices. Kim
finds
a
relationship
between
leadership
interventions
and
improvement
on
finds a relationship between leadership interventions and improvement on
standardized tests,
tests, hut
but also
also gathers
gathers and
and analyzes
analyzes data
data on
on student
student behavior.
behavior.
standardized
Kim
focused
on
the
relationship
between
principal
and
teacher;
specifi‑
Kim focused on the relationship between principal and teacher; specifically,
how
changes
in
that
relationship
change
institutional
structures
and
cally, how changes in that relationship change institutional structures and
cultures
(Kim,
2010).
In
particular,
the
author
explored
how
institutionalized
cultm'.es (Kirn, 2010). In particular, the author explored how institutionalized
practices like
like mentoring
programs, leadership
leadership team
t e a m meetings,
meetings, and
and other
other dede‑
practices
mentoring prognms,
velopment
programs
supported
an
overarching
mandate
from
the
principal
velopmenL programs supported an overarching mandate from the principal
to shifl
shift school
school culture
culture towards
towards collaboration
collaboration for
f o r learning
learning improvement
improvement (Kim,
(Kim,
to
2010). Because
Because Leachers
teachers at
at one
o n e school
school studied
studied were
highly committed
committed to
to this
2010).
were highly
culture, teacher
teacher leaders
leaders made
made professional
professional developmenL
development aa p1iority
priority schoolschool‑
culture,
wide and
and made
made continuous
continuous learning
learning about
about instrnctional
instructional improvement
improvement an
an
wide
expectation (Kim,
(Kim, 2010).
2010). This
This commitment
commitment in
in turn
t u r n produced
produced other
other changes
changes
expectation
in institutional
institutional praclicc,
practice, including
including parlicipation
participation in
in action
action research,
research, more
more
in
frequent collaboration
collaboration among
among teachers,
teachers, and
and greater
greater teacher
teacher participation
participation in
frequent
hiring. By
By exploring
exploring student
student behavior
behavior factors
factors in
in addition
addition to
to test
test scores,
scores, Kim
hiring.
Kim
demonstrates how
how aa culLure
culture of
of shared
shared purpose
purpose impacts
impacts all
all members
members of
of the
the
demonstrates
school community,
community, prmiding
providing an
an opportunity
opportunity for
for teachers
teachers to
to exe1·cise
exercise schoolschool‑
school
wide leadership
leadership towards
towards aa common
c o m m o n culture
culture of
of achievement
achievement impacted
impacted student
student
wide
maturity, collaboration
collaboration and
and attitude
attitude (Kim,
(Kim, 2010).
2010).
maturity,
Culture is
is discussed,
discussed, to
varying level
level of
of details,
details, in
in several
several of
of the
the studstud‑
Culture
Lo varying
ies included
included in
in the
the 1-eview,
review, including
including studies
studies by
byAkopoff
Akopoff (2010),
(2010), Alexander
Alexander
ies
(2010), Angelle
Angelle (2010),
(2010), Droesc
Droese (2010),
(2010), Foster
Foster (2005),
(2005), Harris
Harris (2002),
(2002), HolHol‑
(2010),
land
(2002),
Rivers
(2010),
and
Terrell
(2010).
Definitions
of
what
consti‑
land (2002), Rivers (2010), and Terrell (2010). Definitions of what constitutes aa culture
culture abound
abound in
in the
the literature.
literature. In
general, these
these definitions
definitions seek
seek to
to
tutes
In general,
differentiate
and
consider
separately
the
thought
of
an
organization
(and
differentiaLe and consider separately the thought of an organization (and
that ofits
of its members)
members) from
f r o m its
its behaviors.
behaviors.
that

Redesigning Teachers'
Teachers' Work
Wo r k
Redesigning
A
third theory
theory of
of action
action regards
regards lhe
the re-conception
re‐conception of
of teachers'
teachers’ work
work as
asa
A third
a
key mediating
mediating element
element between
between collective
collective leadership
leadership and
and student
student achieveachieve‑
key
m e n t . Using
Using theories
theories of
of work
work design,
design, Mayrowetz
Mayrowetz and
and co-authors
co-authors (2008)
(2008)
mcnl.
conceptualize distrihutcd
distributed leadership
leadership as
as aa process
process that
that begins
when teachteach‑
conceptualize
begins when
ers assume
assume new
n e w responsibilities
responsibilities beyond
their classroom,
classroom, and
and administrators
administrators
ers
beyond their
are forced
forced to
to re-conceive
re-conceive their
their own
o w n job
job roles
roles as
as aa result
result (p.
(p. 70).
70). Collective
Collective
arc
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leadership
changing the
leadership entails
entails by
by necessity
necessity changing
the core
c o r e tasks performed
performed by
by teachteach‑
ers
Whether aa new
ers as
aspart
part of
of their
their work.
work. Whether
n e w distributed
distributed leadership
leadership model
model sucsuc‑
ceeds
upon whether
ceeds 01or fails,
fails, they
they argue,
argue, is
is largely
largely dependent
dependent upon
whether those
those teachers
teachers
ccan
a n make
make sense
sense of Lheir
their new
n e w work
work in their
their uuTenL
c u r r e n t context
c o n t e x t (sensemaking),
(sensemaking),
whether
whether the
the changes
changes make
make teachers
teachers more
m o r e cxciled
excited about
about their
their work
work (iden(iden‑
tity)
job better
tity) and
and whether
whether the
the changes
changes allow
allow them
them lo
to do
do their
their re-designed
re-designedjob
better
(learning')
(learning) {Mayrowetz
(Mayrowetz et
et al.,
al., 2008).
2008). Tasks lhat
that give teachers
teachers aa strong
strong sense
sense
of significance,
significance, identity,
identity, and
and autonomy
autonomy best
best create
c r e a t e fulfilling
fulfilling work,
work, which
which
leads
leads to
to leadership.
leadership.
Task
Task identity
identity (:\1ayrowetz
(Mayrowetz et
et al.,
a1., 2008),
2008), aa key
key component
component of work
work redesign
redesign
in
in schools,
schools, speaks
speaks to
to the
the additive
additive function
function of
of collective
colleptive leadership
leadership to
to school
school
practices. Traditionally,
practices.
Traditionally, teachers
teachers experience
experience relatively
relatively little
little connection
connection to
to
the
the progress
progress and
and outcomes
o u t c o m e s of their
their studenLs
students after
after the
the end
end of aa school
school year.
year.
Under collective
teachers participate
Under
collective leadership
leadership models,
models, teachers
participate in the
the construcconstruc‑
tion
model over
tion of aa model
model for
f o r aa school's
school’s success
success and
and supervise
supervise that
that model
o v e r time,
time, in
no
no small
small part
part by
by monitoring
monitoring sLudents
students as
asthey
they progress
progress through
through the
the school's
school’s
grade
2008,
grade levels.
levels. This
This process,
process, of "crafting
“crafting coherence"
coherence” (Mayrowetz
(Mayrowetz et
et al.,
al.,2008,
p. 81)
the work
p.
81) or
or translating·
translating the
work of school
school improvement
improvement into
into workable
workable changchang‑
es
es in classroom
classroom activity
activity (Harris,
(Harris, 2003)
2003) is aa critical
critical element
element of schools
schools assertassert‑
ing
ing more
m o r e agency
agency over
over the
the outcomes
o u t c o m e s of their
their students.
students.
A work
work design
design theory
theory of action
action is
is articulated
articulated in Chan!(s
Chang’s (2011)
(2011) quantitaquantita‑
tive correlational
study,
which
explores
the
impact
of
distributed
correlational study, which explores the impact distributed leadership
leadership
among
among 1,500
1,500 Taiwan~se
Taiwanese elementary
elementary school
school leachers
teachers on
on student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
Chang
posits
that
teachers'
academic
optimism
(in
short,
Chang posits that teachers’ academic optimism ( i n short, the
the heliefheld
belief held by
teachers
that their
their techniques
techniques are
a r e efiective
effective and
and that
that all
all students
students can
can learn)
learn)
teachers that
facilitates
the
establishment
of
effective
learning
environments.
With
facilitates the establishment effective learning environments. With these
these
variables
variables identified,
identified, Chang
Chang constructs
constructs aa structural
structural equation
equation model
model concon‑
necting
necting teacher
teacher perceptions
perceptions or
of distributed
distributed leadership
leadership practice,
practice, academic
academic
optiniism
optimism and
and student
student ooutcomes
u t c o m e s on
on monthly
monthly suhjecL
subject examinations,
examinations, using
using
established
established survey
survey instruments
instruments with
with aa strong
strong hasis
basis in conceptual
conceptual liwratures.
literatures.
Chang
Chang describes
describes these
these leadership
leadership schemes
schemes as
as planned:
planned: "decentralized"
“decentralized”
leadership
through aa systematic
leadership ''disperses
“disperses leadership
leadership tasks through
systematic and
and planned
planned
scheme
scheme to
to the
the membership,
membership, makes
makes more
m o r e individuals
individuals follow
follow the
the educational
educational
objectives,
objectives, and
and provides
provides opportunities
opportunities for
f o r participating
participating in
in the
the operation
operation of
of
the
the school"
school” (Chang,
(Chang, 2011,
2011, p.
p. 509).
509).
Studies
work include
Studies that
that explore
explore the
the composition
composition of teachers'
teachers’ work
include studies
studies
by Abbott
McKnight (2010),
Leithwood and
by
Abbott and
and McKnight
(2010), Davidson
Davidson and
and Dell
Dell (2013),
(2013), Leithwood
and
Jantzi
Jantzi (2006),
(2006), and
and Timperley
Timperley (2008).
(2008). These
These studies
studies may
may discuss
discuss creating·
creating
different
differentjob
job roles
roles for
for Leachers,
teachers, or
or simply
simply discuss
discuss incorporating
incorporating new
n e w responrespon‑
sibilities
teachers'
sibilities or
or opportunities
opportunities into
into teachers'
teachers’ work.
work. Studies
Studies that
that address
address teachers’
work,
however, address
work, however,
address aa unique
unique set
set of problems
problems that
that are
are essential
essential considconsid‑
erations
erations for
f o r the
the field,
field, including
including the
the challenges
challenges teachers
teachers encounter
e n c o u n t e r when
when
they
attempt
to
span
organizational
boundaries
(Timperley,
2008),
shifts
they attempt to span organizational boundaries (Timperley, 2008), shifts in
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power thaL
that occur
occur when
when teachers
teachers take
take on
on explicit
explicit leadership
leadership roles
(Timper‑
power
roles (Timper2008), the
the need
need for
f o r strong
strong district
district support
support for
f o r new
n e w teachers
teachers (Davidson
(Davidson
.ley,
ley, :?008),
& Dell,
Dell, 2003),
2003), and
and other
other considerations
considerations that
that put
p u t the
the individual
practice of
of
&
individual practice
leadership into
into aa systemic
systemic perspective.
perspective.
leadership

FEATURES OF
OF LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP THEORIES
THEORIES OF
OF ACTION
ACTION
In addition
addition to
to similar
similar theo1ies
theories of action,
action, the
the reviewed
reviewed studies
studies also
also share
share
some
c
o
m
m
o
n
features
of
effective
leadership
that
cross
between
these
some common features of effective leadership that cross between these
boundaries.
Irrespective
of
who
leads,
how
they
lead,
and
for
what
they
boundaries. Irrespective of who leads, how they lead, and for what they
lead,
these
features
suggest
what
effective
leaders
focus
o
n
,
think
about,
lead, these features suggest what effective leaders focus on, think about,
and prioritize.
prioritize. While
While leaders
leaders may
have aavariety
variety of
of priorities,
priorities, these
these three
three fea‑
and
may have
features arc
are routinely
routinely highlighted
highlighted in
in both
both quantitative
quantitative and
and qualitative
qualitative work
work rcre‑
tures
viewed here
here as
ascritical
critical components
components ofa
of a leaders'
leaders’ effectiveness
effectiveness and
and continual
continual
viewerl
development. Common
Common features
features include:
include: the
the development
development of
of aa common
common
development.
language among
among school
school staff,
staff, working
working on
on multiple
multiple levels
levels of
of change
change simultasimulta‑
language
neously, and
and orienting
orienting the
the school
school organization's
organization’s focus
focus towards
towards instruction.
instruction.
neously,

Developing a Common
C o m m o n Language
Language
Developing
leadership theories
theories of
of action
action often
often focus
focus on
on how
how leadership
leadership pracprac‑
. First,
Fin;t, leadership
t i c e s create
c r e a t e aa common
c o m m o n language
language to
to describe
describe instructional
instructional practice.
practice. InstrucInstruc‑
uces
tional leaders
leaders are
a r e ultimately
responsible for
f o r building
building culture
culture (Hallinger,
(Hallinger,
tional
ultimately responsihlc
2003). Key
to the
the creation
creation of aa common
c o m m o n culture
culture is
is the
the use
use of aa common
common
Key to
2003).
language to
to describe
describe practices:
practices: "language
“language is
is culture,
culture, and
and vice
vice versa"
versa” (Citv,
(City,
language
Elmore, Fiarman,
Fiarman, &
8cTie
Tietel,
2009, p.
p. 34).
34). Creating
Creating aa joint
joint understanding
understanding
Elmore,
tel, 2009,
of how
how instruction
instruction works
works and
and how
how it
it needs
to improve
improve is
is aa key
key prerequiprerequi‑
of
needs to
site
to
mentoring,
school‐wide
consideration
of
learning
practices,
or any
any
site to mentoring, school-wide consideration of learning practices, or
other
activity
that
seeks
to
make
instructional
activities
a
leadership
issue.
other activity that seeks to make instructional activities a leadership issue.
Through evaluation
evaluation and
and mentoring,
mentoring, school
school leaders
leaders work
work together
together to
to create
create
Through
“sensemaking”
(Louis,
Mayrowetz,
Smiley,
&
Murray
2009):
An
atmosphere
·'scnsemaking" (Louis, Mayrowetz, Smiley, & Murr.ty 2009): An atmosphere
in which
teachers can
c a n describe
describe their
their own
o w n and
and others'
others’ instructional
instructional strengths
strengths
in
which teachers
and weaknesses.
c o m m o n vocabulary
vocabulary is required
required for
f o r such
such aa discussion.
discussion.
and
weaknesses. A common
analyzed here
here suggests
suggests common
common language
language must
m u s t become
become directdirect‑
Research analyzed
Research
ly embedded
embedded in
in practice.
practice. Timperley
Timperley (2008)
(2008) undertook
undertook aa mixed
mixed methods
methods
ly
study of
of seven
seven New
New Zealand
Zealand schools
schools involved
involved in
in aa school
school improvement
improvement ini‑
study
initiative, using
using group
group instructional
instructional technique
technique to
improve student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
tiative,
to improve
Timperley showed
showed quantitatively
quantitatively that
that literacy
literacy scores
scores between
schools we1·e
were
Timpcrley
between schools
substantially different,
different, then
then used
used an
an interview
interview methodology
to interpret
interpret the
the
substantially
methodology to
results of group
group meetings
meetings she
she observed.
observed. New
New vision
vision statements
statements arc
are noL
n o t in
results
themselves sufficient
sufficient to
to affect
affect instrnctional
instructional improvement,
improvement, Timperley
Timperley finds;
finds;
themsclvc,s
\
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instead,
instead, vision
vision must
m u s t he
be enacted
enacted through
through new
n e w practices.
practices. Those
Those practices
practices
must
m u s t he
be backed
backed up,
up, in turn,
t u r n , by
by ensuring
ensuring the
the messages
messages sent
s e n t by
by leaders·
leaders arc
are
consistent
consistent internally,
internally, with
with followers
followers and
and with
with the
the content
c o n t e n t of artifacts
artifacts such
such as
as
how
how student
student achievement
achievement data
data is recorded
recorded and
and presented.
presented. Effectiveness
Effectiveness was
amplified
amplified in environments
environments where
where consistency
consistency is
is emphasized
emphasized and
and embedded
embedded
in the
the analysis
analysis teachers
teachers undertake
undertake of their
their own
o w n and
and each
each others'
others’ practice.
practice.
Leaders,
then, are
than setting
Leaders, then,
are responsible
responsible for
f o r far
far more
m o r e than
setting an
an agenda:
agenda: they
they arc
are
also
responsible
for
recruiting
and
retaining
the
participation
of
other
key
also responsible f o r recruiting and retaining the participation of other key
school
hgures in the
school figures
the analysis
analysis of data
data and
and the
the development
development of 1·csponses
responses lo
to
those
those findings.
findings.
For
F o r Timperlcy's
Timperley’s schools,
schools, aa common
c o m m o n lang~age
language serves
serves as
as the
the building
building
blocks
a diverse
blocks that
that allow
allowa
diverse group
group ofleaders
of leaders to
to act
a c t on
on multiple
multiple issues
issues at
at the
the
same
language also
same time
time without
without losing
losing internal
internal coherency.
coherency. Common
Common language
also assists
in resolving
resolving aa tension
tension in distributed
distributed leaden;hip
leadership between
between taking
taking advantage
advantage of
aa diverse
diverse set
set of skills on
on the
the one
o n e hand
hand and
and creating
creating aa "greater
“greater distribution
distribution of
incompetence"
boundincompetence” (Timperley,
(Timperley, 2008,
2008, p.
p. 220)
220) on
on the
the other.
other. A focus
focus on
on bound‑
ary
spanning
and
the
activity
of
developing
an
organization-wide
concept
ary spanning and the activity
developing an organization-wide concept
of instructional
instructional improvemenl
improvement helps
helps multiple
multiple leaders
leaders focus
focus on
on instruction
instruction
specifically
specifically and
and dose
close pre-existing
pre-existing g·aps
gaps in teachers'
teachers’ "visions
“visions for
f o r and
and expectaexpecta‑
tioi1s
tions of student
student achievement"
achievement” (p.
(p. 220).
220).
Studies
Studies that
that explicitly
explicitly examined
examined the
the development•of
development‘of common
c o m m o n language
language
included
included those
those hy
by Chang
Chang (2011)
(2011) and
and Droesc
Droese (2011).
(2011). However,
However, developing
developing
common
undergi1·ded by
c o m m o n understandings
understandings undergirded
by common
c o m m o n language
language plays
plays an
an imim‑
plicit
that
plicit role
role in any
any number
number of studies
studies in the
the review,
review, particularly
particularly those
those that
seek
seek to change
change school
school cultures
cultures by targeting
targeting schools
schools with
with heterogeneous
heterogeneous
views on
student
capabilities,
or
in
any
school
where
group
on student capabilities, or any school where group analysis
analysis oflearnof learn‑
ing
ing problems
problems is
is routine
routine practice.
practice. These
These relatively
relatively few studies
studies underline
underline the
the
importance
problems of
importance of developing
developing aa common
c o m m o n understanding
understanding of the
the problems
schools
prerequisites to
leadership.
schools as
asprerequisites
to more
m o r e complete
complete notions
notions of collective
collective leadership.

Multiple
M u l t i p l e Levers
Levers of
o f Change
Change
Second,
Second, leadership
leadership theories
theories of action
action often
often consider
consider how
how leaders
leaders underunder‑
take
multiple
levers
of
change
simultaneously.
One
of
the
key
differences
take multiple levers
change simultaneously. One
the
differences
between
leadership as
between instrunional
instructional and
and transformational
transformational leadership
as they
they are
are traditradi‑
tionally
of change:
Instructional leadership
tionally understood
understood is
is their
their mechanism
mechanismof
change: Instructional
leadership
targets
targets "first-order"
“first‐order” variables
variables that
that directly
directly impact
impact instruction,
instruction, while
while transtrans‑
formational
formational leadership
leadership influences
influences "second-order"
“second-order” variables
variables that
that regulate
regulate
the
the capacity
capacity of others
others to
to make
make change
change (Hallinger,
(Hallinger, 2003).
2003). Authors
Authors featured
featured
in this
this review
review are,
are, largely,
largely, interested
interested in reconciling
reconciling these
these two
t w o approaches:
approaches:
they
they seek
seek to
to understand
understand how
how these
these two
t w o variables
variables work
work simultaneously.
simultaneously.
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Marksand
andPrinty
Printy (2003)
(2003) explore
explore multiple
multiplelevers
leversof
of change,
change, using
usingaadidi‑
Marks

verse data
data set-the
set‐‐the School
SchoolRestructuring
RestructuringSurvey-to
Survey‐to test
test their
their hypothesis
hypothesis
verse
that
second-order
changes
are
necessary
but
insufficient
conditions
for
that second-order changes are necessary but insufficient conditions for

school improvement.
improvement.Using
Usingaahierarchical
hierarchical linear
linear model,
model, the
the authors
authors sort
sort
school
questions
on
the
survey
into
those
representing
transformational
leader‑
questions on the survey into those representing transformational leadershipand
andthose
thoserepresenting
representingshared
sharedinstructional
instructionalleadership;
leadership;the
the latter,
latter,they
they
ship
argue,
emphasizes
the
practical
need
for
principals
to
engage
teachers
when
argue, emphasizes the practical need for principals to engage teachers when
craftinginstructional
instructionalchange.
change.While
While the
the study's
study’s schools
schools have
havewidely
widely variant
variant
crafting
scores
on
both
leadership
measures,
Marks
and
Printy
fi
n
d
no
schools
with
scores on both leadership measures, Marks and Printy find no schools with
high
shared
instructional
leadership
and
low
transformational
leadership,
high shared instructional leadership and low transformational leadership,
implying the
the latter
latter isis aa prerequisite
prerequisite to
to the
the former.
former. High
High scores
scores on
on both
both
implying
measures,
however,
explain
26%
of
the
differences
in
pedagogical
quality
measures, however, explain 26% of the differences in pedagogical quality
and57%
57% of
0f the
the difference
difference in
in student
student achievement
achievement between
between subject
subject schools.
schools.
and
Other
studies
that
describe
first‐
and
second-order
leadership
effects
in‑
Other studies that describe first- and second-order leadership effects include
those
by
Angelle
(2010),
Chen
(2007),
Copland
(2003),
Grumdahl
clude those by Angelle (2010), Chen (2007), Copland (2003), Grumdahl
(2010),Harris
Harris (2002),
(2002), Holland
Holland (2002),
(2002), Leithwood
Leithwoodand
and Mascall
Mascall (2008),
(2008), and
and
(2010),
Louis et
et al.
a1. (2010).
(2010). In
In many
many of
of these
these cases,
cases, authors
authors attempt
attempt to
to characterize
characterize
Louis
the
effects
leaders
have
on
schools
in
general
and
study
the
relationship
the effects leaders have on schools in general and study the relationship
between
these
effects
and
student
learning.
Quantitative
methods
can propro‑
between these effects and student learning. Quantitative methods can
vide
valuable
tools
for
understanding
where
leaders
ought
t
o
,
therefore,
vide valuable tools for understanding where leaders ought to, therefore,
place the
the emphasis
emphasis of
of their
their work.,Cases,
worknCases, however,
however, are
a r e equally informative,
place
equally informative,
particularly
inasmuch
as
they
describe
how
the
various
roles of
of leaders
particularly inasmuch as they describe how the various roles
leaders in‑
interact
with‐and
at
times
contradict‐one
another
in
the
pursuit
teract with-and at times contradict-one
another in the pursuit of
of school
school
improvement.
improvement.

A Collective
Collective Focus
Focus on
A
on Instruction
Instruction
Finally,
Finally, leadership
leadership theories
theories of
of action
action often
often ensure
ensure that
that leadership
leadership prac‑
practices
are
focused
on
instruction
and
improving
student
outcomes.
tices are focused on instruction and improving student outcomes.
Through
Through both
both an
an interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the teacher
teacher leadership
leadership literature,
literature, and
and
o w n findings, Silins and Mulford argue teachers generally have little
their
their own findings, Silins and Mulford argue teachers generally have little
interest
o t include influence over cur‑
interest in
in leadership
leadership opportunities
opportunities that
that do
do nnot
include influence over curriculum
and
instruction
(Silins8c
Mulford,
2002).
The perceived
perceived benefits
benefits of
of
riculum and instruction (Silins & Mulford, 2002). The
transformational
leadership‐primarily,
the
organizational
legitimacy
transformational leadership-primarily,
the organizational legitimacy that
that
comes from the active involvement of teachers in decision-making‐car‑
comes from the active involvement of teachers in decision-making-carries
ries with
with itit the
the implicit
implicit assumption
assumption that
that schools
schools operate
operate as
as learning
learning orga‑
organizations
(Silins
&
Mulford,
2002).
Even
in
high
schools,
where
ontent
nizations (Silins & Mulford, 2002). Even in high schools, where ccontent
knowledge
n d the strongest correla‑
knowledge is
is fairly
fairly diverse,
diverse, Silins
Silins and
and Mulford
Mulford fifind
the strongest correlabetween
student
achievement
and group learning processes around
tion
tion between student achievement and group learning processes around
instruction
instruction (Silins
(Silins 8c
& Mulford,
Mulford, 2002).
2002).
Other
studies
that
Other studies that emphasize
emphasize the
the importance
importance of
of aa collective
collective focus
focus on
on
instruction include those by Abbott and McKnight (2010), Akopoff (2010),
instruction include those by Abbott and McKnight (2010), Akopoff (2010),
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Davidson
Davidson and
and Dell
Dell (2003),
(2003), Foster
Foster (2005),
(2005), and
and the
the work
work of
of Hallinger
Hallinger and
and
Heck
(2009a,
2009b,
2010a,
2010b).
As
instructional
leadership
Heck (2009a, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b). As instructional leadership scholars
scholars
have
have long
longunderstood,
understood, curriculum
curriculum and
and instruction
instruction is
is the
the common
c o m m o n ground
ground
on
which
teachers
and
principals
come
together
to
think
and
on which teachers and principals c o m e together to think andact
a c t on
on school
school
improvement.
improvement. A
A focus
focus on
on instruction
instruction undergirds
undergirds several
several group
group.leadership
leadership
practices
practices common
common in
in education,
education, such
such as
asinquiry
inquiry teams,
teams, ~rofessional
professnonal lean~learn‑
ing
communities,
and
peer
evaluation
(Abbott
&
McKnight,
ing communities, and peer evaluation (Abbott 8c McKnight, 2010~.
2010). AddiAddl‑
tionally,
a principal or
tionally, the
the prioritization
prioritization of
of instruction
instruction by
byaprincipal
or other
other non-mstru~non-1nstruc‑
tional
tional leader
leader provides
provides the
the space
space through
through which
which instructors
instructors can
c a n do
do the
the same
same
(Abbott
&
McKnight,
2010).
That
focus
on
teaching
and
learning-what
(Abbott8cMcKnight, 2010). That focus on teaching and learning‐what
Marks
Marks and
and Printy
Printy (2003)
(2003) call
call the
the "core
“core technol9gy"
technology” of
of schools
schools (p.
(p. 377)$77)‑
differentiates
educational
leadership
from
other
forms
of
leadership
differentiates educational leadership f r o m other forms of leadership and
and
makes
makes necessary
necessary places
places at
at the
the leadership
leadership table
table for
for career
career educators.
educators.
LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONS
Several
review may
limit its
its utility.
utility. First,
First, the
the
Several elements
elements of
of the
the approach
approach to
to this
this review
may limit
review's
to understanding
understanding student
student outcomes
outcomes may
may Include
include
review’s broad
broad approach
approach to
several
the relationship
relationship between
between leadership
leadership and
and student
student ooutseveral studies
studies where
where the
ut‑
comes
is
more
opaque.
While
appropriate,
therefore,
for
discussing
~ow
comes is m o r e opaque. While appropriate, therefore, f o r discussmg how
scholars apply
apply leadership
leadership frameworks,
frameworks, this
this review
review may
may nnot
be appropriate
appropnate
scholars
o t be
for
determining
which
leadership
style
or
approach
is
the
best
for
students.
f o r determining which leadership style or approach is the best for students.
Similarly,
requiring
that
studies
require
clear
conceptions
of
lead~rs,
le~dSimilarly, requiring that studies require clear conceptions of leaders, lead‑
ership
behaviors,
and
student
outcomes
inherently
excluded
studies
which
ership behaviors, and student o u t c o m e s inherently excludedflstudies W t h h
meet
part or
or nnone
of the
the conditions
conditions of
of aa “theory
"theory of
of action
_action" as
~s this
this study
study
m
e e t part
o n e of
understands it.
it. Finally,
Finally, because
because this
this study
study allows
allows theories
theones of
of aaction
and fea‑
feaunderstands
c t l o n and
tures of
of leadership
leadership to
to emerge
emerge ffrom
the literature,
literature, these
these ideas
ideas are
are naturally
naturally
tures
r o m the
enlarged or
or constrained
constrained as
as this
this specific
specific literature
literature applles.
a~plies. These
:'hese constructs
constructs
enlarged
may,
therefore,
not
apply
to
other
types
of
leadership
studies,
or
be less
less ef‑
efmay, therefore, n o t apply to other types of leadership studles, or be
fective
in
describing
many
of
the
studies
excluded
from
the
second
stage
fective in describing many of the studies excluded f r o m the second stage
of analysis.
analysis.
of
1 .
Further, this
this chapter
chapter does
does nnot
argue that
that collective.
collective leadershlp
leadership is
is the
the
Further,
o t argue
only
or
the
best
method
of
leading
schools.
That
tas~
is
instead
best
l_eft
only or the best method of leading schools. That task is Instead best left
to large
large scale
scale quantitative
quantitative and
and mixed
mixed methods
methods evaluations,
evalu~t1ons, some
some of
of W
which
to
thh
(Hallinger 8cHeck,
& Heck, 2010;
2010; Louis
Louis et
et al.,
al., 2009)
2009) are
are rev1ewed
reviewed here.
here. Much
Much of
of
(Hallinger
leadership scholarship
scholarship focused
focused on
on collectivity,
collectivity, however,
however, has
has sought
sought to
to dem‑
demleadership
that collectivity
collectivity ought
ought to
to exist,
exist, but
but that
that itit does.
does. To
To the
the eextent
oonstrate
n s t r a t e nnot
o t that
xtent
that
diffuse
sources
of
expertise
and
influence
will
inevitably
exist
in com‑
comthat diffuse sources of expertise and influence will inevitably exist In
plex
organizations
like
schools,
understanding
~ow
those
~ive~se
sources
plex organizations like schools, understanding how those diverse sources .
best work
work toward
toward common
common ends
ends isisan
an essential
essential and
and ccontmumg
task f for
ccan
a n best
o n t m u i n g task
or
leadership research
research in
in the
the years
years ahead.
ahead.
leadership
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CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter
chapter explores
explores the
the convergence
convergence of recent
r e c e n t literature
literature on
on educational
educational
This
leadership
around
collectivity:
The
notion
that
multiple
individuals,
across
leadership around collectivity: The notion that multiple individuals, across
time and
and contexts,
contexts, lead
lead together
together to
to influence
influence student
student achievement.
achievement. Exam‑
time
Examining literature
literature across
across models
models identified
identified as
asinstructional
leadership, transtrans‑
ining
instructional leadership,
formational leadership,
leadership, teacher
teacher leadership,
leadership, and
and distributed
distributed leadership,
leadership, itit
formational
identifies three
three key
key "theories
“theories of
of action,"
action,” or
or ways of
of understanding
understanding the
the rclarela‑
identifies
tionship benveen
between leadership
leadership and
and outcomes:
o u t c o m e s : targeting
targeting school
school improvement
improvement
tior1ship
capacity, cultivating
cultivating aa culture
culture of
of shared
shared purpose,
purpose, and
and redesigning
redesigning teachers'
teachers’
capacity,
work. This
This review
review also
also identifies
identifies three
three common
c o m m o n features
features of the~e
these theories
theories
work.
of action:
action: developing
developing aa common
c o m m o n language,
language, exploiting
exploiting multiple
multiple levers
levers of
of
of
change, and
and crealing
creating aa collective
collective focus
focus on
on instruction.
instruction. While
relatively little
little
change,
While relative~y
research on
on colleclive
collective leadership
leadership ties
ties to student
student outcomes,
outcomes, studies
studies that
that do
do
n:'.search
form aa set
set of
of common
c o m m o n and
and coherent
coherent arguments
arguments regarding
regarding how
how leadership
leadership
form
functions in schools
schools that
that can
can be
be understood
understood outside
outside of individual
individual models
models
furn:tions
leadership.
of leadership.
In keeping
with aa growing
growing body
body of
of work
work over
over the
the last
last several
several years,
years, this
this rere‑
In
keeping with
finds that
that relatively
relatively few studies
studies in
in the
the field
fi e l d connect
c o n n e c t leadership
leadership activities
activities
view finds
with student
student outcomes
o u t c o m e s and,
and, of those
those that
that do,
do, wide
variation exists
exists in leaderleader‑
with
wide vctriation
ship’s effects,
effects, in part
part based
based on
on how
how researchers
researchers understand
understand leadership
ac‑
ship's
leadership activities. Further
Further clarifying
clarifying how
how leadership
leadership functions,
functions, in
in theory
theory and
and practice,
practice,
tivities.
can lay
lay the
the groundwork
groundwork for
f o r studies
studies with
with more
m o r e relevance
relevance to
to policymake1·s
policymakers
can
and
practitioners.
These
should
include
both
qualitative
and
quantitative
and practitioners. These should include both qualitative and quantitative
studies that
that seek
seek to
to get
get "inside"
“inside” collective
collective leadership
leadership practice,
practice, understandunderstand‑
st11dies
ing how
how leaders
leaders do
do what
what they
they do
do in
in schools,
schools, and
and how
how those
those actions
actions work
work
ing
together
to
form
cohesive
visions
for
and
foci
on
instruction
and
school
tog·ether to form cohesive visions for and foci on instntction and school
improvement. The
The theories
theories of
of action
action and
and features
features of
of theories
theories of
of action
action outout‑
improvement.
lined
here
can
provide
a
guide
for
researchers
considering
how
to
initially
lined here can provide a guide for researchers considering how Lo initially
approach collective
collective leadership
leadership environments
environments to
to maximize
maximize the
the instances
instances of
of
approach
leadership upon
upon which
which they
they can
c a n collecl
collect data.
data.
leadership
This review
review also
also suggests
suggests the
the need
need for
f o r work
work that
that more
m o r e thoroughly
thoroughly exex‑
This
plores how
how models
models of educational
educational leadership
leadership work can
can be
be understood
understood toto‑
plores
gether. This
This work
work has
has already
already begun
begun among
among some
some theoretical
theoretical scholarship:
scholarship:
gether.
integrated models
models such
such as
as "distributed
“distributed images
images of instructional
instructional leadership"
leadership”
integrated
(Portin & Knapp,
Knapp, 2014),
2014), or
or "shared
“shared instructional
instructional leadership"
leadership” (Printy
(Printy &
8c
(Portin
Marks, 2006),
2006), should
should become
become more
m o r e common
c o m m o n component~
components of empirical
empirical
Marks,
work. However,
However, the
the long
long term
t e r m goal
goal of theoretical
theoretical work
work should
should be
be the
the inteinte‑
work.
gration, rather
rather than
than the
the multiplication,
multiplication, of
of models
models for
f o r understanding
understanding school
school
gration,
leadership. More
More than
than aa decade
decade later,
later, aa "bewildering
“bewildering array
array or
of definitions"
definitions”
leadership.
(Harris, 2003,
2003, p.
p. 318)
318) still
still mark
mark this
this field,
field, complicating
complicating conversation
conversation bebe‑
(Harris,
t w e e n scholars
scholars and
and practitioners.
practitioners. Particularly
Particularly as
as educational
educational leadership
leadership
tween
scholars look
look to
to amplify
amplify the
the voice
voice of
of practitioners,
practitioners, through
through methodological
methodological
scholars

tools
tools such
such as
asaction
action research
research and
and inueased
increased participation
participation for
f o r teachers
teachers anrl
and
administrators
in
journals
and
professional
conferences,
overly
administrators in journals and professional conferences, overly subtle
subtle ~isdis‑
tinctions
leadership create
barrier to
to the
tinctions between
between models
models of
of leadership
create a
a barrier
the democrauzademocratizan
Lion of this
tion
this field
field of study.
study.
For
F o r educational
educational leaders,
leaders, this
this chapter
chapter reiterates
reiterates the
the need
need for
f o r strong
strong and
and
clearlv
articulated
theories
of
action.
In
exemplary
studies
in
this
clearly articulated theories of action. In exemplary studies in this review,
r e v 1 e w, cfef‑
fcctiv~
leadership programs
leader, what
fective leadership
programs dearly
clearly rlefined
defined what
what constitutes
constitutes aa leader,
what
practices
Lo
practices arc
are employed
employed by
by leaders,
leaders, anrl
and how
h o w those
those practice~
practices are
are ex~ecte~
expected to
improve
improve instruction.
instruction. A
A common
common focus
focus on
on instruction
instruction and
and mstruct10nal
instructional 1111im‑
provement
here, and
provement echoes
echoes throughout
throughout the
the studies
studies examined
examined here,
and ~hould
should c~ncon‑
tinue
to
serve
as
a
strong
focus
for
educational
_leader
preparauon
tinue to serve asa strong focus for educational “leader preparation and
and for
for
leaders
themselves. These
leaders themselves.
These studies
studies also
also suggest
suggest that
that this
this focus
focus comes
comes handhand‑
in-hand
with collective
collective leadership,
leadership, ensuring
ensuring more
m o r e of
of the
the adult~
adults in
in aa school
school
in‐hand with
building
have
a
voice
in
the
organization's
vision_
and
ope~ations.
building have a voice in the organization’s vision and operations. For
F o r leadlead‑
ers
an idea
ers as
aswell
well as
asscholars,
scholars, collective
collective learlership
leadership as
asan
idea mediates
mediates what
what leaderleader‑
ship
ship models
models call
call for
for and
and changes
changes in
in student
student outcomes.
outcomes.
Famously,
leadership
is
said
~o
change
Famously, leadership is said to change little
little about
about outcomes
o u t c o m e s for
f o r students,
students,
outweighed
the effects
outweighed by
by the
effects of
of teaching
teaching and
and parct~ting:
parenting. Ho~ev~r,
However, as
as<l~mand~
demands
both
both ffor
o r school
school accountability
accountability and
and the
the further
further md1V1duahzat1on
indiVidualization of
of mstrm.instiuc‑
tion
tion increase
increase, it
it is
is clear
clear that
that future
future school
school leaders
leaders ¼ill
will be
be expected
expected to
to do
do
more
with le;s,
m o r e with
less, to
to steer
steer school
school improvement
improvement even
even as
as~hey
they control
control relatively
relatively
leaders wor~ng
few
5 product~.
few of
of itits
products. The
The introduction
introduction of
of multiple
multiple leaders
working together
together
can
decrease
the
burden
of
these
demands,
as
well
as
potenually
c a n decrease the burden of these demands, aswell aspotentially blur
b l u r the
the
line
between
leadership
and
instruction.
This
ambiguity
can,
and
line betweenleadership and instruction. This ambiguity can, and should,
should,
here demonstrate,
be
be embraced:
embraced: As
As studies
studies examined
examined here
demonstrate, good
good leading
leading travels
travels
together
together with
with good
good teaching.
teaching.
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